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In this chapter, the structured reciprocity of female friendly societies, even those with overt patrons, is presented as a categorization which is also applicable to men’s societies. The first part addresses the notion of independence, then the focus is on the financial aspect of the Southill Female Friendly Society, SFFS, which existed between 1844 and 1948 for women of that Bedfordshire village in England who were of ‘a good and honest character’, in good health and aged between 14 and 45 when they joined. Members had few other opportunities to reduce the risks associated with illness other than accept the uneven reciprocity of the SFFS. The patrons may also have seen the SFFS as an investment opportunity. Then the attractions of Southill, with its healthy housing and relatively liberal interpretation of relief legislation, are presented as evidence of another important attribute of successful friendly societies, their centrality to social networking. Next is considered how far mutuality and philanthropy were interwoven within the SFFS and elsewhere. An assessment of the roles of civil engagement and moral regulation within friendly societies follows and the final section suggests that a notion of fraternity which emphasizes flexible reciprocity can net together both vast international brotherhoods and tiny village societies in a way which illuminate understandings of nineteenth-century society.

Many accounts of friendly societies stress how, in order to try and secure pooled funds for members unable to work, or for their widows in the event of a member’s death, they developed trust through rituals, drinking, feasting, parading and visiting the sick. It is also well-established that the societies’ mutual aid enhanced the respectability and independence of members. Crossick and Gray conceptualized the friendly societies in terms of the development of class-consciousness. Thompson, Chase and Cordery found a commonality between the friendly societies...
and the trade unions. Best suggested friendly societies were an expression of independence, a view echoed by Cronin, Neave, Kirk and Kidd. Friendly societies often have been portrayed as distinctive from charities. Garrard concluded that charities ‘produced deference amongst some recipients’, while friendly societies were ‘likely to enhance the independence of their members’. These approaches focus on men’s friendly societies and echo the friendly societies’ self-presentation as independent (as in the name of what was the largest friendly society: the Independent Order of Oddfellows, Manchester Unity).

However, as Davidoff and Hall argued, ‘public was not really public and private not really private despite the potent imagery of separate spheres’. During a period when there was a ‘permeation downwards of the ideology of the separate spheres, independence and interdependence had different meanings often associated with discourses about masculinity and femininity’. Broadly speaking, in the early eighteenth century the notion of independence conveyed political interference, presumption and insubordination among the poor. By the mid-nineteenth it signified those moral qualities that induced a male labourer to support himself and his family while remaining submissive and available for hire. Cordery has demonstrated that in the later nineteenth century, friendly societies helped to shape notions of independent manly self-help. For some male societies independence was from women: interdependence involved drinking with men. The charter of the Merthyr lodge of the Ancient Order of Britons aimed ‘to provide for sickness’, but only after indicating that it sought to ‘raise our nation to note in the world by teaching men to act as men, husbands as husbands, fathers as fathers and to make all those who unite with us better members of society.’ The Oddfellows claimed that it ‘had made men, strong self-reliant men’. On those friendly societies’ banners which featured women they often symbolized the spouse, widow or the abstract (for example, Charity). Considering another fraternal body Durr also stressed gender divisions when he argued that the Freemasons’ ‘ideology of interdependence, its practical manifestation being giving and receiving’ could be conceptualized as ‘fraternal charity’. Bohstedt made the differences explicit. He referred to men’s societies as ‘often proto-trade unions’ while women’s ones offered ‘collective mutual aid to defend household security – or perhaps even to substitute for household security among employed single women’. Although the returns made following a survey of friendly societies in 1803–04 are inaccurate in regard to women’s societies (which were not always distinguished from those for men) Bohstedt noted that 6000 of the 9000 women in female friendly societies in 1803 lived in towns where riots occurred. He
concluded that while the men were turning to more quiescent political activities, the female societies may have served as ‘a source for cohesion in riots’. It is within contested notions of independence that the fraternity of the female societies needs to be placed.

There is little evidence of conventional independence within the SFFS. It was supported financially by two local landowners (Colonel Shuttleworth and the MP and brewing magnate Samuel Whitbread) and their wives. The cover of the SFFS’s printed rule book states ‘Patron: Samuel Whitbread’. The doctor who attended members of the SFFS also contributed to the society. Among the female patrons were several members of a local milling family who owned 50 acres and three women from local farming families whose husbands were Poor Law Guardians. These traits indicate that the SFFS was similar to other female societies. Workington coal owner and MP, J. C. Curwen, founded two friendly societies for men while his wife ran both the Female Society and the Sisterly Society. In Hanley, Staffordshire, members of the Female Provident Society (Etruria) paid 1s. 1d [5½p] a month into their society in 1813 and received up to 12 shillings [60p] a week in benefits. These were relatively generous terms, perhaps because the society had the support of patrons. While the day-to-day running of the society was in the hands of elected women members, the trustees of the society, subject to annual election, had to be ‘three Gentlemen of known respectability’ and the treasurer also had to be male. The Newcastle-under-Lyme Female Society had female honorary members. In Somerset there were women’s friendly societies with patrons in Nether Stowey, Stoke-under-Ham and Ashbourne. In Ashbourne the local clerics and gentry played significant roles in the running of the female friendly society. Lady Louisa Cavendish was one of a number of patrons who helped to found the Ashford Female Friendly Society. In Shropshire, the Countess of Powis supported the Bishop’s Castle and Lydbury North Female Friendly Society which existed between 1840 and 1900. In Derbyshire, Henry Okeover founded female societies in his villages in Ilam, Okeover, Mapleton and Rosliston. Elsewhere in the county the Middleton-by-Wirksworth Female Friendly Society was supported by Mrs Wood of Wirksworth Hall, Lady Hatherton, the vicar’s wife and other patrons. In Norwich, the Friendly Society for the Benefit of Poor Women was dominated by the wealthy as was the Friendly Female Society at York, while in Honiton the procession of the lacemakers’ society was headed by its fashionable patronesses. There were similar societies in Leeds, Huddersfield, Wakefield and elsewhere. In 1856 five of Warwickshire’s eight recorded female societies met in church schoolrooms and were largely run by Christian men.
Society, Nottinghamshire allowed open decision-making votes among the women members but still had men in control of finance from its foundation in 1821 until its closure in 1955.29

The similarities between the SFFS and these other societies do not mean that it should be dismissed as a typical female friendly society dominated by a backward-looking paternalism because independence was a contested notion. Moreover, female friendly societies varied in their structures. The 1874 commissioners classified friendly societies into 11 categories with the ‘Societies of Females’ forming Class 11. However, these, as William Beveridge pointed out in 1948, ‘must all in fact have belonged to one of the other classes as well’.30 Evelyn Lord was also sceptical about such a taxonomy, referring to ‘misconceptions inherent in feminist narratives’ which emphasize that women were excluded. She has challenged the categorization of female societies as pale reflections of a male norm.31

Women were active within mixed-sex societies and formed their own independent friendly societies in a number of areas.32 Their rule books indicate that officials were elected and new members admitted by those who came frequently to meetings.33 The Women’s Box Society at the Sign of the Hawk, Gateshead and the Friendly Society of Women in Easington Lane were among a number of women’s friendly societies which apparently addressed the idea of independence in similar terms to those of men.34 The United Sisters of Tobacco Pipe Makers (registered in 1805) and the Female Friendly Bookbinders (1815) were among those societies which made payments to members who were unable to work, and included in this work for their husbands.35 In terms of sociability and refreshment some women’s societies took on what might have been perceived as male attributes. Edward Derrington noted in his journal in 1843 that a priest had told him of a network of ‘female lodges where mothers and single females go to drink ale till twelve or one o’clock’.36 There were female affiliated orders such as the Female Foresters, the Odd Women, the Odd Females and the Loyal Order of Ancient Shepherdesses. Most were established in the 1830s and 1840s. The 1874 Royal Commission on Friendly and Benefit Societies reported that Shepherdesses and Odd-sisters were apt to be ‘greatly given to liquor’ and that members of the Oddwomen’s Club smoked pipes.

Joining the SFFS can be presented as a pragmatic business decision. In 1844, when the SFFS was created, straw plaiting – which employed half the women in the parish – was experiencing a revival.37 Straw plaiting had grown rapidly in Bedfordshire after 1815.38 There were 253 plaiters in Southill in 1851. Moreover, agricultural labourers’ wages were falling in the county. Bedfordshire spent at least 15s. [75p] per capita on poor relief
in the 1831–32 period but between 1834 and 1847 a considerable decrease in Bedfordshire’s expenditure on poor relief was achieved through a reduction in relief paid to low-waged, able-bodied men. In the seven winters of the years 1840 to 1846 almost all those in Bedfordshire in receipt of aid on account of ‘insufficiency of earnings’, were widows or deserted wives with dependent children. As Williams noted of Bedfordshire villages the ‘withdrawal of outdoor relief to the able-bodied after 1834 meant that self-provisioning, by-employments, and other forms of “self-help” became more important to labouring families to ensure their survival’. In the 1860s tariffs were abolished and imports of cheaper plaits from Japan and China which were better suited to the machine stitching process reduced the price of British plait. Despite this women continued to plait in Bedfordshire. In 1871, around one in three of 10- to 15-year-old females in the county were plaisters. In the SFFS all those in work were recorded as plaisters, the landladies of the two pubs being the only exceptions. Plaiting was sufficiently well-paid that it was noted by the Registrar General of Friendly Societies in 1874 as being conducive to the formation of female friendly societies.

The importance of plaiting can be gauged from the 1881 census which recorded that of the 248 women in paid work in the village, 139 were plaisters, 48 were servants, 13 dressmakers and no more than five women were engaged in any other single occupation. In addition, 24 of the members’ children and siblings were straw plaisters, 48 were labourers or gardeners and there was also a market gardener, an under-gamekeeper and a servant. There was not much other work for children. In 1881, of the 38 servants employed by 12 of Southill’s elite households only four were local girls. Southill’s school log books reveal that although children were kept from school in order to engage in gleaning, field work, acorn picking and other tasks, the head recorded that ‘the farmers of the neighbourhood are exceptionally good with regard to refusing to give employment to children unless they are qualified to leave.’ Market gardening had spread to the area in recent years and 61 of the 71 husbands of SFFS members about whom information is available were agricultural labourers, labourers or gardeners. There was also a gamekeeper, a woodman, a shepherd, a cowman and a groom. Many would have been badly paid. In 1868 wages in Northumberland were 50 per cent above those of Bedfordshire and in 1904, when real wages were higher than they had been since 1850, in Ridgemount, Bedfordshire 38.5 per cent of the working families had such low incomes that they lived in primary poverty. There is not necessarily a correlation between women’s employment opportunities and membership of female friendly societies as studies of Preston
and Nottinghamshire indicate.\textsuperscript{49} In some areas women’s pay contributed to support for their families rather than to insurance.\textsuperscript{50} Although it is difficult to ‘catch’ women within many sources for economic history, in Southill the female friendly society played a similar role to many men’s societies, being an important part of the overall familial survival strategy.\textsuperscript{51}

The alternatives to the SFFS looked meagre in comparison. Many friendly societies failed through lack of funds or actuarial acumen. Possibly the high level of illiteracy among rural women led to the accounts frequently being kept by educated men.\textsuperscript{52} In 1813 the Black Horse Female Friendly Society of Nottingham had a male clerk, perhaps because only two of the 27 members could sign their names.\textsuperscript{53} The SFFS treasurer was always the vicar. Numerous societies failed through lack of financial ability. The collapse of the agricultural labourers’ trade union in the late nineteenth century was hastened through its involvement in the provision of friendly society services.\textsuperscript{54} Women found it difficult to join national friendly societies for although they were permitted to join the Independent Order of Rechabites and the Sons of Temperance, they were barred from the Oddfellows and the Ancient Order of Foresters, the two largest affiliated societies, until the 1890s.\textsuperscript{55} In 1892 the Ancient Order of Foresters allowed women to join, the Oddfellows when it formally recognized female lodges in 1893 and the Loyal Order of Ancient Shepherds followed in 1895. Even then, recruitment was slow for, as Gertrude Tuckwell, Honorable Secretary of the Women’s Trade Union League told the Select Committee on the Aged Deserving Poor in 1899, women’s wages were so low that many were unable to afford to join a friendly society.\textsuperscript{56} However, some men were barred from friendly society membership for similar reasons: the perception that they were in dangerous trades or because they could not keep up the payments. Until the Married Women’s Property Act of 1882, wives had no right to their benefits – which belonged to their husbands. They were perceived to be a higher insurance risk and unable to run their own societies. The Oddfellows held that women tended to be paid less than men and to make more claims.\textsuperscript{57}

The women could have put any savings they had in the Post Office Savings Bank. However, during the period between the first branch opening in 1861 and the final payment made into the SFFS in 1914, the Post Office Savings Bank put its money into consolidated annuities which paid a fixed rate from which savers received an annual rate of interest of only 2.5 per cent. In effect, for many years, savers subsidized the government. Moreover, in order to prevent impulse purchasing, a delay of several days was enforced on withdrawals made by Post Office
Savings Bank depositors. While there were restrictions on payments from the SFFS, membership of the SFFS enabled women to draw on collaborative reserves, not just their own resources.

If husbands joined different friendly societies then families could spread their risks but the options were limited and comparable to those of the women. Four societies were recorded in neighbouring Shefford in 1803 which appear to have survived until the 1830s. There was no gentry-dominated countywide friendly society and the Southill Estate Benefit Club was sponsored by Whitbread, while Shuttleworth was President of the District Branch of the National Deposit Friendly Society, in Biggleswade (adjacent to Southill). Three of the patrons of the SFFS were also members of the Biggleswade Loyal Dreadnought Lodge of Oddfellows.

The SFFS received money from the local elite as well as the women, some of its patrons giving as much as 60s. per annum (£3). In addition to their ordinary payments (1s. entry fee and 1s. 5d. a week [5p and 7p]) all members contributed 6d. [2½ p] on the death of a member (whose family received 30s. (£1.50)). There were few obligations placed upon members as a local woman, usually the wife of the church clerk, was paid 30 shillings (£1.50) a year to collect and administer funds. In order to claim benefits (10s. 6d. [£5 ¼ p] for a confinement, 3s. 6d. [17½ p] for sickness for four weeks, less after that) a member had to produce a Medical Certificate and to have paid a year’s worth of subscriptions. In the 1890s, when over £200 a year was being given to the society, there was a membership of 60 women, around 15 per cent of those eligible to join. The sums donated then fell and following the death of Whitbread and his wife, ceased. In 1948, the remaining members, who had joined between 1892 and 1914, were repaid their subscription money, less any benefits they had received. The approximately £750 remaining went to the Church and the ‘Living of Southill’, a decision made by the churchwardens, one of whom was local landowner Simon Whitbread and the other his estate manager. The latter noted, ‘It is not generally known that there is a large balance in hand and I do not propose to disclose the fact.’

As Clark argued, in regard to Hanoverian England, the ‘landscape’ of friendly societies ‘was determined both by upper-class involvement and by the fluctuating character of demand […] club activity was further shaped and constrained by the extent of alternative forms of sociability and relief, and by local perceptions and rhythms of community’.

The Whitbread Brewery, insured against fire through a mutual insurance company, reflected these widespread rhythms. The SFFS’s Rule 14, ‘Any person ceasing to be a member from non-residence in Southill parish will receive back one third of her yearly payments to the fund
and forfeit the remainder’, also indicated the importance attached to continuity as an element of conventional inter-class interdependence. Relatively few members moved far from the parish. The birthplaces of 65 members of the SFFS have been traced: 49 of them were born in the parish of Southill and the remaining 13 were born in nearby villages or towns. Between 1851 and 1911 the population of Southill fell by 29 per cent. In 1881, 1191 people were recorded as having been born in Southill and still resident in Britain. Sixty-five per cent of these still lived in the parish and over half of those who had left still lived within walking distance. This reflects the common pattern of rural migration, being frequently over short distances. In general, men were more likely to make economic gains from travel whereas women who travelled most frequently become domestic servants, often in London which was work restricted to the unmarried. In comparison with other counties relatively few migrated from Bedfordshire to the Empire and women in particular were very reluctant to emigrate. Staying near to kin made economic sense and women had the opportunity for employment as straw plaiters, which was not the case in other areas. Studies indicate that the least migratory people were those with local specializations, such as straw plaiters, and that the second group most likely to remain in situ were farm workers. The majority of men in Southill were agricultural labourers. Through work and marriage, women tied households to one another and to the locality. Domestic self-provisioning and inter-household exchanges were of themselves probably not reasons for remaining in Southill, but sharing often provided security and impeded social or geographical mobility. Moreover, between 1834 and 1914, a woman could only make a claim for parish relief where she was ‘settled’ – that is, in the parish of her birth or of her husband’s birth. This regulation was not applied in some areas and by 1865 ‘settled’ had come to mean being resident for one year. Nevertheless, the perception that moving to another parish might endanger the possibility of making a claim on parish relief persisted. Some employers preferred to take on local people, who would otherwise be a burden on the rates, rather than those from outside the parish who would otherwise be the responsibility of another parish. The larger friendly societies offered support to travelling brothers. This would have been less of an attraction to women. The continuum, in terms of what societies offered to members, was between village friendly societies and the affiliated Orders, not between men’s and women’s societies.

Women also may have wished to remain in Southill because it was a relatively healthy place. Southill parish subscribed to the Bedford General Infirmary (erected in 1803 largely due to Whitbread’s £4000 endowment)
and for many years contracted a member of the Royal College of Surgeons to take responsibility for the poor. In addition, the Whitbreads built many of the houses (marked, for example, ‘SW 1815’, ‘WHW 1855’ and ‘WHW 1864’) in Southill. The properties were also likely to be insured, given the Whitbreads’ ‘patronage’ of Sun Insurance, a stock company rather than a mutual insurance scheme. An investigation by the Biggleswade Board of Guardians concluded that cottages in Southill ‘may fairly be considered as model dwellings’. Lloyd argued that such cottages played comparable roles to the friendly society in that they symbolized and reinforced ideas about the importance of stability, hierarchy, duty, male authority and female sexual virtue in the overcoming of poverty. Those who dwelt in cottages were felt to display ‘the traits and habits necessary for participation in friendly societies’. The common ground shared by the SFFS and other friendly societies was that membership was perceived as aiding stability and self-reliance during a period of social fragmentation and change.

For Southill’s elite the alternatives to maintaining the SFFS may have appeared to be of limited value. Thirty-five miles away in Brixworth, Northamptonshire, the principal landowner withdrew his annual subscriptions to local burial, sickness, coal and clothing clubs, encouraged labourers to leave the area and provided charity only to local men who did not apply for outdoor relief. There was a rise in agricultural trade unionism, a population fall, and outdoor relief became a key issue in Board of Guardians’ elections. Friendly societies shared plenty of attributes with trade unions but the mutuality in Southill appears to have been broader, despite the disparities of power. Just as the Foresters and Oddfellows were seen as supportive of respectability and quiescence, so the SFFS could be perceived as an aid to the transcendence of competitive relations and political and social inequalities.

The SFFS, in common with many friendly societies, may have been perceived as an aid to political continuity. On his election as a Liberal MP in 1892, Whitbread remitted 20 per cent on the half-year’s rents due from his tenants in Southill and that year 2100 excursion tickets were issued for his annual picnic, which featured music, performances and racing. Their Liberal traditions did not stop Samuel Whitbread, his wife Isabella and their son Samuel Howard supporting the creation in 1913 of a Bedford branch of the National League for Opposing Women’s Suffrage. Samuel Howard went on to support the Conservatives in both of the general elections of 1910. The other main patron of the SFFS, Colonel Shuttleworth, was an active Conservative. Having, like the Whitbreads, made his money in trade, he used his benevolence to confer status and
legitimacy upon a political career. His engagement with the SFFS is comparable to the activities of Sir George Bowyer whose 1873 parliamentary election campaign included parading under a banner that he had donated to the Loyal Bowyer Union Lodge of Oddfellows.82

From the late eighteenth century agricultural improvement societies encouraged the establishment of village friendly societies for men. The gentry often ran such societies.83 In Ashdon, Essex, in the early nineteenth century, the vicar dominated the club and in there were also patronized friendly societies in Tendring and Aldham.84 In the 1860s and 1870s the Dowager Lady Tollemache started and sponsored a coal club, a children’s clothing club, a children’s boot club and an adults’ clothing club in Suffolk villages while Mary Ann Dixon ran similar schemes in Lincolnshire.85 In 1874 Lady Stradbroke made clear the strategic importance of maintaining class links as a means of managing social tensions within rural areas:

[She enumerated the farm labourers’] many Benefit Clubs, clothing, coal, and shoe clubs, etc subscribed to unanimously and chiefly supported by their employers; their cottage garden shows and prizes; their dinners and treats and Christmas and harvest; schools for their children, which until the passing of the late [Education] Act [of 1871] were kept up entirely, and many are still, by their employers and landlords. All these are benefits and comforts which are not thought of, and would not be feasible in large manufacturing districts, but which add materially to the happiness and unity of the two classes employers – and labourers.86

In Southill a charity which distributed coal and money to the aged poor was under the control of Samuel Whitbread until his death whereupon the two churchwardens took it over, one of whom was Colonel Isitt of the Southill Park Estate Office. Across the county women were less likely than men to enter the workhouse and more likely to enter an almshouse.87 At least four former SFFS members became tenants of the Southill almshouses. The vicar and the churchwardens distributed money from another local charity, Smyth’s, among the poor of the parish. Recipients included members of the SFFS such as Mrs Hatton who was an almshouse resident and a widow with two children.88 The local upper classes through the state, local charities, their control over employment and distribution and the SFFS, controlled the incomes of many local women.89 Although the men controlled the finances, engaged in politics and had a higher public profile, there were twice as many women as men
among the SFFS’s honorary subscribers. These women supported local schools and the local nursing association. Elizabeth King, daughter of one of them, recalled spending happy hours as a child with one of the SFFS members, Nellie Boud, a servant and later almshouse resident in Southill, and that her mother’s charitable acts included driving local children to the hospital. The school log books record frequent visits and help from patrons of the SFFS: Mrs and Miss Bailey, the Reverend Lambarde, Lady Isabella Whitbread and her daughter, Maud (1859–1898). On the occasion of a royal wedding John King provided a van to take local children to and from Southill Park for a day-long treat with the Whitbreads. In 1911, Lady Isabella and Samuel Whitbread provided £100 each as a 4 per cent loan for a girls’ training home. The ways in which the SFFS was treated like a charity are comparable to the roles assigned to other friendly societies. In the 1880s the Oxford Charity Organization Society was central to the creation and subsequent development of the Oxford Working Women’s Benefit Society. By the 1890s there were 20,000 paid female officials in philanthropic societies, often performing similar roles to women in friendly societies while the Bristol-based Female Friendly Clothing Society employed visitors as if it were a charity.

In the latter half of the nineteenth century some of the men’s ‘democratically managed insurance clubs’ began to move away from middle-class supervision. By the 1870s of the two million registered friendly society members in England and Wales only 43,417 were in societies controlled by honorary members. Indeed some wealthy men overtly courted the societies. However, among the male societies, patronage continued within both workplace-based societies and overt trade unions such as the Friendly Society of Ironfounders. The North Staffordshire Coal and Ironstone Workers’ Permanent Relief Society, for example, was dominated by the colliery proprietors and in 1870 there were around 80 railway company friendly societies. There was also internal charity for, after detailed surveillance of their circumstances, the Foresters and Oddfellows provided charity for needy members. As Howkins’ argued, although ‘friendly societies were never simply agencies of paternalism, most of them took on that aspect at different times’.

That the SFFS was closely associated with the Church of England makes it typical of many friendly societies. In the latter part of the nineteenth century there were examples of such support in Berkshire, Hertfordshire, Nottinghamshire, Surrey, Yorkshire and elsewhere while the Oddfellows and the Foresters ‘openly courted the Anglican church’. When a member of the Isle of Man Sisterly Society (instituted in 1816) fell ill she had to have a certificate signed by two churchwardens and a minister and
only then ‘the surgeon (if to be had)’.

The popular Anglican-dominated Girls’ Friendly Society, for unmarried women of a ‘virtuous character’, had patrons but also an elected council, quasi-autonomous branches and motto (‘Bear ye one another’s burden’) identical to many men’s friendly societies. It had over 150,000 members within 25 years of its foundation in 1875, its object being ‘to create a bond of union between ladies and working girls […] forming a Society, a kind of Freemasonry among women, of which the sign manual shall be Purity and the hand held out shall be Fellowship’. It can be classified as an element of the emphasis on ‘the gift’ within Anglicanism’s ‘new paternalism’ which highlighted the importance of aid between the classes. It was also in accord with an important tenet of the Church, for ‘bringing the masses into the church had been an important goal for all factions of Anglicans throughout the nineteenth century’. Numerous friendly societies were associated with Sunday schools many of which were dominated by clerics and the middle class. The near ubiquitous philanthropic Anglican mothers’ meetings often had savings banks and friendly sick benefit clubs attached and ‘saturated the poor with a mix of benevolence and self-help’. To friendly societies large and small, male and female, clerics played many administrative, organizational and supportive roles. In some cases they acted as pastors in the sense of that Foucault used the notion of pastorship, to denote the means by which modernizing societies provided guidance for individuals inside and outside the state.

Despite the concern in the mid-nineteenth century, frequently expressed by clerics and others, about the number of illegitimate births to Bedfordshire straw plaiters, the SFFS’s rules did not focus on this matter. Rule 10 simply stated that ‘any person losing her character for morality or otherwise shall be expelled from the society’. There is no evidence to suggest either that there was anything other than mutual acceptance of this rule by members, or that the definition of loss of character was a matter on which members could make a judgement. What the rule reflects is the familiarity with social institutions which was necessary for the inter-class mutuality to be maintained. Legislation in 1793 encouraged friendly societies to lodge copies of their rules with government authorities. Many did not, but about 10 per cent of the female societies which provided rule books made childbirth payments only to married mothers. Many subsequent societies followed this pattern. Such regulations may reflect the views of members as well as patrons. A female friendly society in Ashford, Derbyshire, which had no patrons provided for the first illegitimate child, but, and this may indicate economic considerations, it would not pay out for illegitimate twins. A Birmingham female society had a
rule banning adulterous members.\textsuperscript{110} It was not only female societies which regulated probity. There were echoes of such regulations in the rule books of numerous other societies.

Between 1870 and 1890 state expenditure on the aged in England and Wales fell by two thirds. The number of women paupers in receipt of outdoor relief fell from 166,000 to 53,000.\textsuperscript{111} However, in Southill in 1892 the cost of outdoor relief per hundred inhabitants was relatively high (£15 in 1892 compared to between £8 and £18 in surrounding villages). Donations to the SFFS peaked in the 1890s when patrons, particularly the magistrate and the vice chair of the Parish Council, may have seen this largesse as a means of alleviating the rates bill.\textsuperscript{112} In these capacities these two men, Whitbread and King, would have dealt with a number of members as two members were in receipt of poor relief for two years, one for three years, nine for an average of five years each, three more for nine years, two for 11 years, one for 12 years and one for 16 years. The SFFS was like other friendly societies in that many of those in positions of authority saw friendly societies as a means of regulating the poor. This was made clear by an official estimate made in 1874 that ratepayers were saved not less than £2 million by friendly societies. Furthermore, the legislative framework initiated with the 1793 Friendly Societies Act which aimed at ‘diminishing the Publick Burdens’ treated them more like local authorities than banks or insurance companies.\textsuperscript{113}

The economic capital of Southill’s elite, gained through marriage or in the engineering, brewing and agricultural markets, was symbiotically linked to control of the administration of Poor Law legislation and to charitable activity. For the patrons’ mutuality, without participatory structures, was one of a number of different regulative systems, part of a shifting dynamic to be seen in the context of ideas about gender roles, housing, the Poor Law and overt charities. Through encouraging poor women to invest in their own welfare provision, within strict guidelines, and to be less reliant upon state provision, which was paid for and administered locally, the elite helped to ensure that the selective alleviation of local distress remained within its control. Threats to the norms of beneficence, deference and patronage, such as the rise of the women’s suffrage campaign, were countered through campaigns for the preservation of the status quo. Everyday activity, community ties and civilities in the locality were shaped to consolidate the position, encourage hierarchy and order, maintain the ideal of self-governing individuals and families unified through Christian and civic community and weaken alternative intra-class contacts. Consideration of village life in the round indicates the dynamics of the friendly society. Providing charity to the deserving poor,
that is those who exhibited moral probity, enhanced the status of the benefactors without challenging the inequalities between donors and recipients.\textsuperscript{114}

In addition to any ideological attachment to mutuality, women in Southill who wished to save benefited from joining the friendly society in that they were rewarded for doing that which they were already doing, which was straying neither from conventional morality nor from the village. Migrants left behind employment opportunities and networks based upon the pervasive parish or near-parish endogamy while investment in an independent village friendly society (if one had existed), one of the national friendly societies or in the Post Office, carried a higher risk or the likelihood of a smaller reward. SFFS membership was compatible with making claims upon charities or the state (and may indeed have improved the chances of success) and was unremarkable.

To see women’s friendly societies as evidence of a structured yet fluid system of reciprocity built where community, civility, charity and commerce intersect, is not to marginalize gender or employ an ahistoric taxonomy. Rather, it is to recognize that membership involved generic economic considerations and transactions. In the case of Southill it imposed a twofold relationship with the market. The women had to engage in their own economic activity and through their nurturing of their families in the home, enhance the economic activity of men and children. The importance of the charitable element is demonstrated by the close correlation between membership and donations. As the latter fell, so did the numbers joining. In other friendly societies the importance of economic benefits and patronage were different, but were still facets of those societies. What the regulated civility of the SFFS’s reciprocal obligation and the associational culture of the Oddfellows had in common was that both, in different ways, helped to maintain communities. The degree of civic engagement and conviviality may have differed, but the components were comparable. Durr distinguished the Oddfellows and the other affiliated orders from village societies arguing that to the former ‘self-help was secondary and the primary purpose was to spread among their members ideas of benevolence, love and charity. The Oddfellows had more in common with the masons than with the county or village friendly society.’\textsuperscript{115} However, although the balance was different in the Oddfellows and the Foresters compared to the smaller societies, similar concerns about sentiment, political economy, prosperity and morality as well as gender can be found and by making this connection the widespread significance of fraternity can be better appreciated.
The following chapter looks at how female familial imagery manipulated by a socialist feminist impacted on fraternal proselytism.
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